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It’s one of the hallmarks of American democracy: on inauguration day, the departing president heeds the will
of the people and hands the keys to power to a successor. The transition from one administration to the next
sounds simple, even ceremonial. But in 2009, as President George W. Bush briefed President-elect Barack
Obama about the ongoing wars and plummeting economy he’d soon inherit, the Bush team revealed that they
were grappling with a late-breaking threat to the presidency: U.S. intelligence sources believed that a terror
group with links to Al Qaeda planned to attack the National Mall during the inaugural festivities. Although
this violence never materialized, its possibility made it clear that well-laid contingency plans were essential.

Political scientist Martha Joynt Kumar uncovered this secret peril while interviewing senior Bush and
Obama advisers for her latest book. In Before the Oath, Kumar documents how two presidential teams—one
outgoing, the other incoming—must forge trusting alliances in order to help the new president succeed in his
or her first term.

Kumar enjoyed unprecedented access to several incumbent and candidate transition team members, and she
combines in-depth scholarship with one-on-one interviews to put readers squarely behind the scenes. Using
the Bush-Obama handoff as a lens through which to examine the presidential transition process, Kumar
interweaves examples from previous administrations as far back as Truman-Eisenhower. Her subjects
describe in vivid detail the challenges of sowing campaign ideals across a sprawling executive branch as
Congress, the media, and external events press in. Kumar’s lively account of lessons learned and pitfalls
encountered during past presidential transitions provides an essential road map for presidential aspirants and
their advisers, as well as campaign workers, federal employees, and political appointees.
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From reader reviews:

Mary Bingham:

What do you about book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material if you want something
to explain what the one you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy person? If you don't
have spare time to try and do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have spare time?
What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They should answer that question simply because
just their can do that will. It said that about book. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is correct.
Because start from on guardería until university need this particular Before the Oath to read.

Lisa Gonzales:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be change about what going on or data even knowledge
to make these individuals keep up with the era that is certainly always change and advance. Some of you
maybe can update themselves by reading through books. It is a good choice in your case but the problems
coming to you is you don't know what one you should start with. This Before the Oath is our
recommendation so you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and wish in this
era.

Tracy Cluck:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Try and pick
one book that you never know the inside because don't judge book by its handle may doesn't work is difficult
job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside appear likes. Maybe you
answer may be Before the Oath why because the excellent cover that make you consider about the content
will not disappoint you. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the outside as well as cover. Your
reading sixth sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.

Joel Wall:

This Before the Oath is great book for you because the content that is full of information for you who have
always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. That book reveal it information accurately
using great organize word or we can claim no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read it hurriedly you can
have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but difficult core information
with splendid delivering sentences. Having Before the Oath in your hand like having the world in your arm,
details in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no publication that offer you world with ten or fifteen minute
right but this guide already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. active do you still
doubt in which?
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